Our Language







Thanks to MC for introducing us, and LSPNG for inviting us to present
our work.
Roro/Waima is an Austronesian language of the Central Province with
12,000-15,000 speakers.
I will give you a brief background about our project and then hand over to
my colleagues to explain more about what they are doing.











First European contact on Yule Island and neighbouring mainland was by French
MSC Missionaries in 1886. *
They wrote down the language they heard and made references for their own use – in
French. The information we are working with was recorded in the 1920s by Father
Paulo Coluccia.
Second language became English, so those references were not useful for Kairuku
people.
Now there is concern about the quality of language being used, so we are digitising
the early records and glossing the information into English to make a resource for
future language teaching.
We receive no external financial support.









About 1975 I was given a copy of a dictionary compiled by Fr.Coluccia during the
1920s, but it was 20 years before I could study linguistics and learn the skills for doing
this project.
For some years I worked with Aboriginal people in Australia and created two
community dictionaries.
2013 Finally returned to show what could be done with the Coluccia information.
Idea was embraced and some speakers began work straight away. *
2015 the team changed and here we are.








We are using Lexique Pro – a program developed by SIL and linguists in the field,
mainly in Africa.
Lexique Pro allows us to create a user-friendly computer based dictionary and also,
when we are sure the data is correct, to make a printed book.
Some examples of finished dictionaries are here for you to see later.
Hand over to colleagues now to take us through some of our work with the theme

What do we have to learn?



Ikupu will look at what we have learned from the old documents; and
Freddie will talk about what we need to learn in order to move forward.









The early work was written by Europeans for Europeans, so it will not always
reflect our understanding of meaning.
The motivation was evangelical, not colonial, therefore there was a desire to
understand the language and culture to make the spiritual message relevant,
rather than to dominate and exploit.
It was written before our culture became affected by outside influences – it
can give us insight into practices and attitudes now not practised – sometimes
we have to work it out, like a puzzle.
Sometimes it surprises us, like this next example:

Puzzle
Banana names

PUZZLE SOLVED
More names
SURPRISE!
Surprise!

Names











Life was different– no roads or vehicles, everything hand made, plants and animals
plentiful.
All languages change: the French was different from today, Our Language was also
different. Sometimes how it was written doesn’t make sense now.
Formal education was not as good as it is now, even for priests. This work was written
in French, Italian and Latin, all with errors, so we have to expect errors in Our
Language too.
Some words are now out of use or have changed application, so we need to discuss
them with older people in order to understand well.

And some are just plain wrong!



Just because something is written, or typed, does not mean it is correct. *



It is OK to challenge the written word.

Current work in February 2015










We are excited to be digitising our language for future generations and moving into
modern time.
To make a useful modern reference, we need to be confident with computers as to
learning new programs and especially a database program.
Lexique Pro was tricky at first, but the more we use it, the better we understand it.
Working in different countries (Australia and PNG), we need to learn how to make
better use of internet facilities and communication programs.
We need to learn and accept that we all make mistakes.
not everything written is correct.




Have to take a step back and read for meaning rather than every word.
Expressing in English is not always easy – a different word order, and the way
meaning is packaged across words sometimes makes translation tricky. For example:

for Lexique Pro:
 How to get the desired result for each entry;
 How to trouble shoot errors;
 How to make and include audio;
 How to make and include images;
 How to check for everything.

Wamowamo
not mentioned
in the English



Apparently bluetongue lizards used to be more plentiful, and certainly more
aggressive than they are now. We were not the first to work out this
sentence*, but Ikupu recorded it for the dictionary.








It is a big goal and will take a long
time, several years at least.
Need to make it manageable especially
as we are working in two different
countries, PNG and Australia.
Have developed a plan * to keep us on
track. There are some vacancies so
please consider getting involved,
especially if you speak this language.
Talk to us later.
We are available for adoption if anyone
wants to help with the admin and
finances.





We’ll leave you with
some video of the first
attempt to work out the
wapua entry.
Forget about the poor
quality audio, and focus
on the body language.

Find us at: www.wespeakroro.simplesite.com

